


We are an established
and thriving firm based
in the heart of Yorkshire.
A family run business for
50 years, we are proud to
complement our heritage
with a pwith a professional
spirit and a dynamic
design ethos. Renowned
for manufacturing
and supplying quality
flooring for the leisure
and hospitality industry,
we we work collaboratively
with architects, interior
designers and contractors
to provide solutions for
their projects. Our aim
- to minimise the stress
and maximise the value
associassociated with the single
largest unbroken surface
in any building - the floor.

Axminster Carpet

Rugs

Enigenered Wood

Woven Vinyl

Tufted Carpet

Bespoke design service

Quick sampling

CPD





Both broad and narrow loom carpets are

manufactured on-site from superb yarns which

are mostly sourced locally and dyed to order.

Our consultants and designers help you to

choose the carpet that is the best solution for

your project, both aesthetically and functionally.

TTo help you visualise and progress a project that will

use carpet, our designers are on hand to create designs,

layouts, CAD drawings and arrange samples as required.

Our carpets are available in a range of widths and a

variety of weights and can be seamed to plan to allow

for an exact fit and less wastage.

Axminster Carpet

Resorts World Birmingham



8016A

8018V



Bespoke Design
Our in-house design team make certain that you get
the precise product that you want and need.
Our enthusiastic and can-do designers go the extra mile to turn
your aspirations into stunning final products. As experienced
and talented specialists, they are expert in understanding and
interpreting your brief, providing inspiration and an ability to
push creatipush creative boundaries, from vision to concept to solution.

On hand to guide and advise, our friendly design team work
collaboratively with you to inspire and realise your plans. If you
already have ideas, mood boards or samples, we’re happy to work
with those. If however you need inspiration and support, we’ll use
our creative abilities to develop ideas and provide solutions.
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Palm Beach Casino

Zawn



8098S



Resorts World Birmingham

7960R





If you are looking for statement

flooring that is both beautiful and

durable, look no further than Iris, our

desirable range of resilient flooring.

Our vibrant, versatile woven vinyl range

is a new and exciting collection available

in module tile and shein module tile and sheet format with a

stunning and inspirational colour palette.

The structured surface lustre allows light

to ‘bounce’ giving the appearance of ever

changing colour and shade depending

on your position and the angle of the

light. Being tough, waterproof, slip and

stain resistastain resistant, together with its ease of

maintenance, it offers infinite specification

opportunities bound only by your

imagination.

Woven Vinyl

Pebble Monsoon Orchid

Iris



Wave

Piano Key Absinthe

Sigma Voltage

Harmony

Black Arrow Penny



Pumpkin
Flamingo

Spring

Flare

Tulip

Electric

Orchid

Smoke



ELBA
Our Elba range of wood flooring is
made from the very finest engineered
oak, manufactured by our Italian
partners. It is available in a selection
of bespoke colours, has numerous
construction choices and offers a variety
oof surface finish options.

Engineered Wood

Haystack

Attic

VintageHarbourFossil



Parcel



Herringbone

Bespoke Shapes 
available 

Trapezium

Long Hexagon



Beach



Rugs

Our bespoke rugs are designed especially for you. Made to measure

in any colour, size or design they allow you the freedom to

bring an extra special something to your space.

Crafted by skilful weavers who take great pride in their work, our

rugs are made with care and quality. Our use of traditional hand

tufting and hand knotting methods guarantees a luxury product

finished finished to the highest standards.

From simple patterns to ornate

florals we believe we can push the boundaries of creativity.

To discuss your next project contact your specification consultant

or call us on +44 (0) 1924 487 800 
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